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The Hummingbird Bakery Life Is
Sweet
Presents sixty gluten-free cake recipes--with alternatives
given for vegan, dairy-free and nut-free renditions--including
hummingbird cake, chocolate hazelnut cupcakes, pink
princess cake, and Boston cream pie.
A luscious celebration of baking for life, love and happiness.
Flour and Stone is a petite bakery in inner-city Sydney with a
large and devoted following for its panna cotta lamingtons,
flaky croissants, chewy cookies, dreamy cakes and
delectable pastries of every kind. Nadine Ingram and her
dedicated team bake with finesse and love to bring pleasure
to the city. In this book Nadine shares her signature recipes,
all carefully explained and rigorously tested for the home
kitchen. Family, in every sense, is at the heart of Flour and
Stone — this recipe collection is given in the hope that you will
nurture your own loved ones with the timeless, comforting art
of baking. These are the treats you’ll want to eat for the rest
of your life. 'Beautiful recipes written by a master baker with
care, skill, and that intangible ‘something’ that makes me
want to bake every single cake and pastry.' Belinda Jeffery
Are you ready for your best bake? From Courgette, Lemon
and Pistachio Drizzle Loaf to Coffee Éclairs with Espresso
and Hazelnut Cream, Bake by Lorraine Pascale is a delicious
collection of simple and sophisticated recipes that will take
your baking to the next level. Delight friends and family with
sweet and savoury bakes that are perfect for an array of
tastes and dietary needs. Lorraine's friendly and thorough
guidance makes it easy to master impressive celebration
cakes, such as Naked Pecan and Popcorn Layer Cake,
Chocolate Layer Cake with Toasted Meringue and Fraisier
Cake with Port, Strawberries and Almonds. Whisk, knead,
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dust and drizzle your way to sweet success with 125
irresistible recipes.
It’s time to venture beyond vanilla and chocolate and take
your baking skills up a notch. We’re talking layers—two, three,
four, or more! Create sky-high, bakery-quality treats at home
with Tessa Huff’s 150 innovative recipes, which combine
new and exciting flavors of cake, fillings, and
frostings—everything from pink peppercorn cherry to bourbon
butterscotch, and pumpkin vanilla chai to riesling rhubarb and
raspberry chocolate stout. Including contemporary baking
methods and industry tips and tricks, Layered covers every
decorating technique you’ll ever need with simple
instructions and gorgeous step-by-step photos that speak to
bakers of every skill level—and to anyone who wants to
transform dessert into layer upon layer of edible art.
Attract amazing hummingbirds to your backyard! With this
comprehensive, beautifully illustrated guide, you'll find it easy
to attract these tiny jewel-like birds to your own yard. With this
comprehensive, beautifully illustrated guide, you'll find it easy
to attract these tiny, jewel-like birds to your own yard. The
Stokes Hummingbird Book provides all the information you
need to bring hummingbirds up close, identify them, and
understand their fascinating and varied behavior. The book
includes: Range maps and full-color photographs to help you
identify and locate hummingbirds Information on how to select
the proper feeders, what to use in them, when to put them up,
and when to take them down Advice on what flowers to plant
to attract hummingbirds in your part of the country Amazing
facts about hummingbirds, such as how fast they fly and how
much they weigh Guidelines for photographing hummingbirds
Complete information on hummingbird behavior, including
flight displays, breeding habits, and feeding A special section
on attracting orioles, with photographs and behavior guides
for each of the eight species found in North America A
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resource list for hummingbird supplies
Now a Publishers Weekly best seller! On The Real
Housewives of New Jersey, Kathy Wakile is the one-and-only
dessert expert. Ever since Kathy wowed everyone with a
Thanksgiving dessert extravaganza, viewers can't stop talking
about her luscious, inventive, bite-size desserts. Now, Kathy's
Indulge, a treasure trove of some of her greatest recipes is
here and she's serving up over 75 treats from the sweet life
including: - Almond Joyous Cheesecake Cuties - Caramel
Walnut Chocolate Tartlettini - White Chocolate Blondie Bites Fabulous Gelati in mouthwatering flavors: Tanned & Salty,
Chocolate-Covered Cherry, Orange Dreamsicle and more PB&J Baby Bundts - Apple Ricotta Zeppoli - Pumpkin Ginger
Sticky Buns - Chocolate Hazelnut Kisses All the treats are
small so you can indulge without over-indulging. As Kathy
says "Indulge, it's not going to kill you.'" With family stories,
backstage glimpses into The Real Housewives of New Jersey
and beautiful color photography throughout, Indulge is the
cookbook Kathy's legion of fans will be clamoring for next fall.
A fiction debut that will leave you wanting seconds, from an
award-winning cookbook author. Claire “Neely” O’Neil is a
pastry chef of extraordinary talent. Every great chef can taste
shimmering, elusive flavors that most of us miss, but Neely
can “taste” feelings—cinnamon makes you remember; plum is
pleased with itself; orange is a wake-up call. When flavor and
feeling give Neely a glimpse of someone’s inner self, she can
customize her creations to help that person celebrate love,
overcome fear, even mourn a devastating loss. Maybe that’s
why she feels the need to go home to Millcreek Valley at a
time when her life seems about to fall apart. The bakery she
opens in her hometown is perfect, intimate, just what she’s
always dreamed of—and yet, as she meets her new
customers, Neely has a sense of secrets, some dark, some
perhaps with tempting possibilities. A recurring flavor of
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alarming intensity signals to her perfect palate a long-ago
story that must be told. Neely has always been able to help
everyone else. Getting to the end of this story may be just
what she needs to help herself.
Discover delicious new bakes in this comprehensive and easy
to follow cookbook from one of Britain's favourite bakers, and
Great British Bake Off judge, Paul Hollywood. Containing a
variety of both sweet and savoury recipes inspired by cities
from around the world including Paris, Copenhagen, Miami,
New York, London and Naples, Paul takes classic bakes and
gives them his own twist. From Madeleines to Kale, cherry
and cheese scones, Caprese cake to Chelsea buns and
Polish cheesecake to Marble bundt cake, take some
weekend time out in the kitchen to discover some new
favourite bakes. As Paul found on his travels, baking is very
much a family activity and so many of the world's recipes
have been passed down from generation to generation. Now
he wants to pass them on to you and your families. It's time to
get baking! 'I have wanted to write this book for a long time. It
sees me discovering baking cultures of the world in ten of its
most amazing cities [...] the experience will stay with me
forever.'
Seasonal baking recipes for special occasions, from the
world’s prettiest bakery. With its fairytale pink façade and
picture-perfect cupcakes, the Peggy Porschen Parlour has
become a destination bakery for sweet-toothed Londoners
and tourists from all around the world. Over half a million
people follow Peggy's creations and seasonal floral displays
on Instagram and her customers flock to her London Parlours
– often dressed in 'Peggy pink' – for an exquisite sweet treat.
This book pays tribute to the magic Peggy weaves with her
bakes through every season. Going through the year and
punctuated by special occasions like Valentine’s Day,
Easter, Halloween and Christmas, the recipes cover cakes,
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iced cookies and cupcakes and reflect the changing seasons.
The more technical bakes are illustrated with clear step-bystep photography. Peggy also shares some of her unique
style secrets – covering spring, summer, autumn and winter –
so that fans can recreate this stunning lifestyle at home.

With a foreword by Ree Drummond, this beautiful book
has 100 easier, faster, lightened-up Southern recipes,
from the blogger behind the popular Add a Pinch
website. A generation ago, home cooks may have had
all day to prepare dinner, but most folks now want
convenient, fast recipes that don’t rely on canned soups
or other processed products. Here, fresh ingredients take
center stage in slow cooker meals, casseroles and onedish suppers, salads, soups, and desserts that have
deep, satisfying flavors but are a cinch to make. Smart
swaps like Greek yogurt for mayo in pimento cheese and
cauliflower “rice” put a modern spin on these dishes.
With 75 color photographs and lots of sidebars, this is
the new Southern cooking handbook.
Life is SweetFourth Estate
#1 New York Times Bestseller Winner, IACP Cookbook
Award for Food Photography & Styling (2013) Baked
goods that are marvels of ingenuity and simplicity from
the famed Bouchon Bakery The tastes of childhood have
always been a touchstone for Thomas Keller, and in this
dazzling amalgam of American and French baked goods,
you'll find recipes for the beloved TKOs and Oh Ohs
(Keller's takes on Oreos and Hostess's Ho Hos) and all
the French classics he fell in love with as a young chef
apprenticing in Paris: the baguettes, the macarons, the
mille-feuilles, the tartes aux fruits. Co-author Sebastien
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Rouxel, executive pastry chef for the Thomas Keller
Restaurant Group, has spent years refining techniques
through trial and error, and every page offers a new
lesson: a trick that assures uniformity, a subtlety that
makes for a professional finish, a flash of brilliance that
heightens flavor and enhances texture. The deft twists,
perfectly written recipes, and dazzling photographs make
perfection inevitable.
The expert baker and bestselling author behind the
Magnolia Network original series Zoë Bakes explores her
favorite dessert—cakes!—with more than 85 recipes to
create flavorful and beautiful layers, loafs, Bundts, and
more. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY TIME OUT • “Zoë’s relentless curiosity
has made her an artist in the truest sense of the
word.”—Joanna Gaines, co-founder of Magnolia Cake is
the ultimate symbol of celebration, used to mark
birthdays, weddings, or even just a Tuesday night. In
Zoë Bakes Cakes, bestselling author and expert baker
Zoë François demystifies the craft of cakes through more
than eighty-five simple and straightforward recipes.
Discover treats such as Coconut–Candy Bar Cake,
Apple Cake with Honey-Bourbon Glaze, and decadent
Chocolate Devil’s Food Cake. With step-by-step photo
guides that break down baking fundamentals—like
creaming butter and sugar—and Zoë’s expert knowledge
to guide you, anyone can make these delightful
creations. Featuring everything from Bundt cakes and
loaves to a beautifully layered wedding confection, Zoë
shows you how to celebrate any occasion, big or small,
with delicious homemade cake.
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Mary Berry is the undisputed queen of cakes and here
she shares her foolproof recipes for a classic victoria
sponge, the perfect cupcake, her very best chocolate
cake and a quick fruit cake, among many others.
The Primrose Bakery is a way of life. From croissants for
breakfast to layer cakes at tea, it has the whole day
covered. And of course their signature buttercream
cupcakes are delicious any time of day! With over 80
inspirational and easy-to-follow recipes for cupcakes,
layer cakes, biscuits, loaves and much more, as well as
tips like perfect icing, The Primrose Bakery Book is a
baking bible. It is also a gorgeously quirky window onto
the very special day-to-day world of the Primrose
Bakery.
Since her father's death, twenty-three-year-old Lydia
Miller stays busy, trying to keep the family farm afloat. It
leaves little time to think and to regret what she did. Her
mother runs the local bakery and unexpectedly sells their
home without Lydia's thoughts on the matter. Worse,
they now must live with the local widower, and Lydia is
expected to care for his children. Nothing in life has
prepared her for the resistance she will face or the quick
attachments she makes.Widower Silas Graber fell right
into the Bishop's plan. He did need help, but he thought
he was getting Hazel Miller not her daughter with a chip
on her shoulder. Her ways are nothing like his late wife's,
and it's clear she knows nothing about raising children.
However, he can't help but notice how she quickly
breathes life back into his world. And his children notice
it, too. Before long, she has become a part of their lives,
and she starts learning to leave the past behind her. And
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falls in love. But she's not so certain Silas is ready to
give his heart away again. Neither is he.
The brilliant new book from Britain's favourite bakery -packed with recipes for extra-special treats and
surprises. Delving into the wonderful world of American
home-baking, this is a brilliant new collection of recipes
from the Hummingbird Bakery. It includes everything
from classics you know and love, Buttermilk Pancakes,
Shaker Lemon Pie, tunnel of fudge cake, to those you'll
love discovering, an indulgent Lady Baltimore cake,
sticky Molasses Pecan Crumb Cake, and a chocolate
cake with a twist. There are home-made versions of allAmerican favourites -- Vanilla and Chocolate Cookies,
Peanut Butter Ice-cream, Toasted Marshmallow
Cupcakes -- as well as new takes on Hummingbird
classics, such as Red Velvet Brownies and Black Bottom
Pancakes. With 100 brand new recipes there's
something for every baking occasion: from quick
pancakes and cookies, to indulgent puddings and ice
creams, to a scattering of "showstoppers" -- extrastunning Hummingbird creations to test your baking skills
or for special occasions.
The Hummingbird Bakery has become legendary, with
fans queuing around the block for a taste of the bakery’s
unique treats. This gorgeous little cookbook allows you
to step inside the Bakery and bring its trademark
buttercream swirls and pretty sprinkles into your own
kitchen. Their cupcakes fly off the shelves faster than
any other cake. Who can resist their signature Vanilla
Cupcake topped with a decadent swirl of candy-colored
frosting? These adorable cakes come in all sorts of
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irresistible flavors, all of which you can try for yourself at
home—whether it’s Chocolate & Banana, Marshmallow,
Pumpkin, or the stunning Red Velvet, they are all to die
for. And cupcakes aren’t the only delicious treats on
offer—muffins are fantastic too! There can’t be much that
beats a home-baked blueberry muffin with your cup of
coffee in the morning. Along with Chocolate, and Pecan
& Maple, Hummingbird offers fantastic savory options
such as Ham & Mushroom Muffins, which will rival any
lunchtime sandwich. Packed with 28 recipes, this
gorgeous little book is a sweet tooth’s delight.

This attractive and practical organizer is inspired by
The Hummingbird Bakery and features six recipes
from the international bestseller, The Hummingbird
Bakery Cookbook. The Organizer allows you to store
your precious recipe collection safely and locate
what you are looking for in a flash. Do you often find
yourself searching through kitchen drawers
crammed full of torn-out or photocopied favourite
cake recipes? Do you worry that you will lose or
misplace precious handwritten recipes passed on by
friends and family members? Do you often forget
where you put the website address of that fantastic
cookie recipe you've been meaning to try for weeks?
The baking organizer will assist you with filing and
storing your precious collected recipes plus enable
you to keep all of your baking-related notes and
contacts in one safe and convenient place.
The bestselling, hugely popular Hummingbird Bakery
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offers a wonderful collection of easy and delicious
cupcakes, layer cakes, pies and cookies to suit all
occasions.
Take your sweet tooth on a global tour! Whether
you’re indulging in Australian pavlova, Japanese
mochi, or Italian panettone, it’s just not a celebration
without cake. In this delectable cookbook, Krystina
Castella offers more than 150 irresistible cake
recipes from around the world, accompanied by
mouthwatering photographs and insights into unique
cultural traditions. Discover exciting new flavors and
innovative twists on your favorite desserts as you
explore the sweet delights of a variety of chiffons,
fruitcakes, meringues, and more.
Jo Wheatley was 2011's Great British Bake Off
winner, delighting the judges with her raw talent,
original ideas, and delicious baking each week. Now,
in her first book, Jo shares the tips, tricks and family
recipes which she has developed in her own kitchen.
With the straightforwardness of a busy mother, but
an eye for the pretty details which characterised her
winning creations, Jo's love of baking shines through
this collection of more than one hundred recipes.
From the family bakes which Jo raised her three
hungry boys on, to the Afternoon Tea treats for her
friends, and the mouth watering savoury pies and
tarts baked in her very own Aga, all of Jo's recipes
will inspire you to develop your own passion for
baking. Recipes include a perfect Sticky Toffee
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Pudding, a heartwarming Cinnamon Swirl Loaf,
indulgent Chocolate Mud Cake, and mouthwatering
Mini Pistachio Meringues. From the traditional, to
new versions of family favourites, A Passion for
Baking will fill your home with delicious, home-baked
food all year round.
Create your own Sweet Bake Shop at home with
easy, magical sweets for all occasions. Featuring
whimsical, delicious and enchanting desserts, Sweet
Bake Shop has the perfect recipes for every moment
whether it be a weekday craving or a special
occasion. Discover how to bake irresistible and easyto-make layer cakes and cupcakes including a pink
sprinkle-covered Vanilla Birthday Cake and
Raspberry Ripple Cupcakes topped with buttery
vanilla frosting. Impress your friends with a fresh
batch of cookies, perhaps Tessa’s favourite Vanilla
Bean Shortbread or Giant Gingerbread Cuties and
expand your sugar cookie skills to make magical
sweets like Pretty Pastel Pony Cookies and Polka
Dot Bunny Cookies. There are so many delightful
treats to whip up, from adorable Cotton Candy Cloud
Macarons and Fuzzy Peach Macarons to decadent
Cookie Dough Scoops and Overnight Oreo Party
Popcorn. Sweet Bake Shop also offers easy-tofollow tutorials, expert tips, baking techniques, and a
list of the essential tools and ingredients for your
baking success. Tessa’s helpful guidance and
delectable desserts will inspire the baker in all of us.
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A cookbook of treats from the Great Plains to satisfy
every sweet tooth. Based in Lincoln, Nebraska,
Goldenrod Pastries is a community bakery with an
ambitious and talented baker at the helm. Angela
Garbacz learned at her mother’s and
grandmothers’ elbows, mixing up cookies and rolling
sweet buns. Her training continued in New York City
before she returned home and opened her dream
shop. From her grandma’s famous peach coffee
cake to caramel-covered pecan rolls, lemon
meringue pie and frosted brownies to fluffernutter
buns and confetti cookies, Garbacz’s pastries come
out of the oven perfectly golden and regularly sell
out. At her bakery, she creates delicious treats
without dairy or gluten, but every recipe in this book
can be made with butter and all-purpose flour just as
easily as any alternative. With her positive attitude
and confident voice, Garbacz makes it easy and fun
to bake a perfect dessert that everyone can eat. This
beautiful cookbook—the photography, the philosophy,
and the desserts!—is an instant classic.
Love, Tanya is the first book from YouTube
sensation Tanya Burr. Hi everyone and welcome to
Love, Tanya! This book is really close to my heart,
because it's inspired by my journey to becoming
confident and feeling happy about who I am. I
wanted to write a book to share the things I've learnt
with you - to reveal my top tips on fashion, beauty,
love, friendship, YouTube... and loads more! Plus,
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there is room for you to list your own hopes and
dreams alongside mine - so get creative and get
involved! I'd love it if this book became a keepsake
you can turn to whenever you need some guidance
or a little pick me up. I hope you enjoy it! Love,
Tanya
Britain’s million-copy bestselling, hugely popular
bakery is back with over 100 new tried-and-tripletested recipes that celebrate home baking.
This stunning new cookbook, including some step-bystep photos and every foolproof recipe with its own
image, offers some of the bakers? all-time favourite
recipes and brand new, inspirational ideas.
Presents profiles of seventeen diverse women along with
their recipes for a variety of cakes, including Mississippi mud
cake, vanilla almond pound cake, and caramel cake.
A one-stop cookbook for cakes—birthday, chocolate, coffee,
Bundt, upside-down, loaf, and more. From pound cake and
angel food (with many variations) to genoise and streuseltopped, from comfort classics like red velvet, six-layer
coconut, rich chocolate, lemon meringue, and cheesecake to
sophisticated grown-up fare including chiffon cakes and tortes
with luscious fruits, these 150 recipes and color photographs
cover techniques, decorating, and gifting ideas for every taste
and occasion, whether no-fuss or fancy. Baking trends come
and go, but cakes are timeless. From the editors and
photographers of Martha Stewart Living, Cakes includes
classics (German Chocolate, New York-Style Cheesecake),
crowd-pleasers (Baked Alaska, Hummingbird), and cakes
with unique, sophisticated flavors and embellishments (Pecan
Torte with Lemon Curd, Saffron-Scented Pear Upside-Down
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Cake). Whether you need a birthday cake (for any age!),
have bake-sale duty, want a travel-friendly coffee cake, or
seek to impress at a dinner party or with a handmade gift,
Martha Stewart's Cakes has more than 150 cakes plus ideas
for decorating, gifting, and storing. Beautiful color
photography that shows you just what you're aiming for and
dozens of make-ahead tips make baking low-stress.
The complete and “charming” (Gourmet) collection of
deliciously old-fashioned and deeply satisfying recipes from
everyone’s favorite New York City cupcake bakery—Magnolia
Bakery. Ever since the original Magnolia Bakery opened its
doors in 1996, people have lined up day and night to satisfy
their sugar cravings—and this book is Magnolia’s
comprehensive guide to making all of their beloved desserts,
including their home-style cupcakes, layer cakes, banana
pudding, and other treats. Illustrated with color and black-andwhite photographs that capture the daily life of the bakery,
The Complete Magnolia Bakery Cookbook shows you how to
make their famous banana pudding, sinfully rich buttercream
icing and red velvet cake, and dozens more irresistible
desserts.
Michelle Lopez—the wildly popular and critically acclaimed
blogger behind Hummingbird High—teaches busy people how
to make cookies, pies, cakes, and other treats, without
spending hours in the kitchen. If anyone knows how to
balance a baking obsession with a demanding schedule, it’s
Michelle Lopez. Over the past several years that she’s been
running her blog Hummingbird High, Lopez has kept a crucial
aspect of her life hidden from her readers: she has a full-time,
extremely demanding job in the tech world. But she’s figured
out how to have her cake and eat it too. In Weeknight Baking,
Lopez shares recipes for drool-worthy confections, along with
charming stories and time-saving tips and tricks. From
everyday favorites like “Almost No Mess Shortbread” and
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“Better-Than-Supernatural Fudge Brownies” to
showstoppers like “a Modern Red Velvet Cake” and “Peanut
Butter Pretzel Pie” (it’s vegan!), she reveals the secrets to
baking on a schedule. With rigorously tested recipes,
productivity hacks, and gorgeous photographs, this book is
destined to become a busy baker’s go-to. Finally, dessert
can be a part of every everyday meal!
The brilliant new book from Britain’s favourite bakery –
packed with recipes for extra-special treats and surprises.
In the first novel of the Union Street Bakery series, Daisy
McCrae learns how easily life can turn on a dime… Suddenly
without a job or a boyfriend, Daisy now lives in the attic above
her family’s store, the Union Street Bakery, while she learns
the business. It doesn’t help that, as the only adopted
daughter, her relationship with her sisters has never been
easy. When an elderly customer dies, Daisy is surprised to
inherit a journal from the 1850s, written by a slave girl named
Susie. As she reads, Daisy learns more about her family—and
her own heritage—than she ever dreamed. Haunted by
dreams of the young Susie, who beckons Daisy to “find her,”
she is compelled to explore the past more deeply. What she
finds are the answers she has longed for her entire life.
100+ beloved recipes proving that Southern baking is
American baking—from the James Beard Award-winning chef
and owner of the New Orleans bakery Willa Jean. “Kelly
Fields bakes with the soul of a grandma, the curiosity of a
student, and the skill of a master.”—Vivian Howard, author of
Deep Run Roots: Stories and Recipes from My Corner of the
South NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Bon Appétit •
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution • Garden & Gun Celebrated
pastry chef Kelly Fields has spent decades figuring out what
makes the absolute best biscuits, cornbread, butterscotch
pudding, peach pie, and, well, every baked good in the
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Southern repertoire. Here, in her first book, Fields brings you
into her kitchen, generously sharing her boundless expertise
and ingenious ideas. With more than one hundred recipes for
quick breads, muffins, biscuits, cookies and bars, puddings
and custards, cobblers, crisps, galettes, pies, tarts, and
cakes—including dozens of variations on beloved
standards—this is the new bible for Southern baking.
“Old-fashioned American treats with a healthy dose of
Southern flair” (Library Journal) from one of the “must-eat-atplaces” in Savannah (Paula Deen). Nationally recognized
and locally adored for its decadent homespun desserts and
delicious rustic breads, Back in the Day Bakery is a
Savannah landmark. As Paula Deen says in her foreword,
Cheryl and Griff Day “bake decadent treats, but they also
bake wonderful memories that stay with you forever.” To
celebrate the bakery’s tenth anniversary, this duo has written
a book filled with customers’ favorite recipes. It’s packed
with Cheryl and Griff’s baking know-how plus recipes for their
famous Buttermilk Biscones, Old-Fashioned Cupcakes,
Chocolate Bread, Cinnamon Sticky Buns, S’more Pie,
Almond Crunchies, Drunk Blondies, Pinkies Chocolate LunchBox Treats, Rustic Cheddar Pecan Rounds, and much more.
Irresistible full-color photographs of food and behind-thescenes bakery shots will give readers a glimpse into the
sweet daily life at the bakeshop. Celebrating family traditions,
scratch baking, and quality ingredients, The Back in the Day
Bakery Cookbook is like a down-home bake sale in a book.
“Down-home and fabulous, the recipes . . . are classics with
a little something extra.” —Food & Wine “A delightful marriage
of the sweet and savory . . . Cheryl and Griff honor these timetested classics even as they infuse them with vibrant,
unpredictable layers of flavor.” —Savannah Magazine
“Beautifully photographed and charmingly conversational,
and full of recipes I’m dying to try.” —Minneapolis StarPage 16/20
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Tribune “As pleasantly, cohesively stylized and visually
appealing as the Days’ Savannah outpost. Drool-inducing
photos featuring the impressive yet decidedly unfussy baked
goods.” —Booklist
The number one bestseller (more than 830,000 copies sold)
now updated with new recipes. From their first shop in Notting
Hill's Portobello Road, The Hummingbird Bakery introduced
London to the delights of American-style baking. The simple
yet spectacular recipes for indulgent cupcakes, muffins, pies,
cheesecakes, brownies, cakes and cookies, in this, their first
and bestselling cookbook, ensured that the home cook could
create some Hummingbird magic in their own kitchens too.
Now Tarek Malouf and The Hummingbird Bakers have
created a new edition of the book, fine-tuning their classic
recipes and introducing new bakes such as: Mile-high
Chocolate Salted Caramel Cake Sticky Fig and Pistachio
Cupcakes Hot Cross Bun Cupcakes Chocolate Cola Cake

Spectacular cupcake recipes made from scratch or
with a mix Get ready for adorably decorated and
deliciously flavored cupcakes made easy! Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes features 175
delightful cupcakes, all using new and fun decorating
ideas anyone can master and simple ingredients
available anywhere. And as a unique feature, almost
every cupcake can be made from scratch or with a
mix: You decide which method to follow. Recipes
include kids' party favorites like Double ChocolatePeanut Butter Cupcakes, as well as sophisticated
flavors like Mocha-Caramel Cappuccino Cupcakes.
You'll find: More than 175 cupcakes, with a
tantalizing full-color photograph of every cupcake,
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plus helpful how-to photos showing easy decorating
techniques A special Kids' Party Cupcakes chapter
with decorated treats like Puffer Fish Cupcakes,
Monster Truck Cupcake Pull-Aparts and Campfire
S'Mores Cupcakes Dazzling Holiday and SpecialOccasion Cupcakes chapters including fanciful
creations like Easter Egg Baskets, Almond-Filled
White Christmas Cupcakes and Molten Caramel
Apple Cupcakes Perfect for bake sales, birthdays,
holiday parties or just an everyday treat, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes is one book that
really takes the cake.
Fire up your oven with recipes from what Paula
Deen calls one of the "must-eat-at-places" in
Savannah Nationally recognized and locally adored
for its decadent homespun desserts and delicious
rustic breads, Back in the Day Bakery is a Savannah
landmark. As Paula Deen says in her foreword,
Cheryl and Griff Day "bake decadent treats, but they
also bake wonderful memories that stay with you
forever." To celebrate the bakery's tenth anniversary,
this duo has written a book filled with customers'
favorite recipes. It's packed with Cheryl and Griff's
baking know-how plus recipes for their famous
Buttermilk Biscones, Old-Fashioned Cupcakes,
Chocolate Bread, Cinnamon Sticky Buns, S'more
Pie, Almond Crunchies, Drunk Blondies, Pinkies
Chocolate Lunch-Box Treats, Rustic Cheddar Pecan
Rounds, and much more. Irresistible full-color
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photographs of food and behind-the-scenes bakery
shots will give readers a glimpse into the sweet daily
life at the bakeshop. Celebrating family traditions,
scratch baking, and quality ingredients, The Back in
the Day Bakery Cookbook is like a down-home bake
sale in a book.
Mini Cupcakes specifies the finest ingredients,
including Madagascar vanilla, dark Belgium
chocolate, and organic fruits to create amazing mini
cupcake creations. Combine great cake recipes,
such as Key Largo Lime or Chocoholic, with filling
recipes, such as banana cream or salted caramel.
Add frosting and toppings such as white chocolate
ganache or margarita cream cheese and you have
endless combinations of rich and decadent
goodness. With tips for making, baking, and
decorating, this cookbook offers perfect
combinations, from the Breakfast at Tiffany's
cupcake to Pretty in Pink, from the Diva cupcake to
the Mocha Latte. Part delicious cupcake, part tiny
pieces of art, Mini's cupcakes are the perfect treat to
satisfy your cravings or entertain in style.
The cupcake is back. This comprehensive collection
of all-time classic cupcake recipes contains loads of
old favorites to bring back sweet memories of
childhood, and a number of new recipes that will
have the whole family pleading for more. With over
120 recipes and loads of fabulous and inspiring
photographs this book is the ultimate cookie book.
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"The first Black person to win The Great American
Baking Show shares her story of personal growth
and more than 100 delicious recipes. Popular baking
personality and lawyer turned baker Vallery Lomas
was ecstatic when she learned she won the third
season of The Great American Baking Show.
However, her win was never seen by the
world--Vallery's season was pulled after just a few
episodes when one of the judges became a focal
point in a Me Too accusation. Rather than throwing
in her whisk and lamenting all of the missed
opportunities she hoped to receive (Book deal!
Product endorsements! TV show!), she held her
head high and hustled--which resulted in her getting
press coverage everywhere from CNN to People
magazine. Now, Vallery debuts her first baking book.
With 100 recipes for everything from Apple Cider
Fritters to Lemon-Honey Madeleines and Crawfish
Hand Pies to her Grandma's Million Dollar Cake.
Vallery shares heirloom family recipes from her
native Louisiana, time spent in Paris, The Great
American Baking Show, and of course sweets and
breads inspired by her adopted hometown, New
York City. Vallery's "when life gives you lemons,
make lemon curd" philosophy will empower legions
of bakers and fans to find their inner warrior and
bake their best life"-Copyright: 39e1e6b1398bf1275e255b5d8eb094b1
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